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Safety Planning with Women at Risk of
Violence from a Partner or Ex-Partner

Key Steps

Referral—Women at risk of violence are
referred to Circle of Safety by the
referring member.

Meeting with Woman— The woman and
the referring member meet with a
Circle facilitator to prepare for a Circle
and help identify supports. (selected by
the woman at risk)

Invite Other Circle Members— The
facilitator contacts the support the
woman chose and set up a Circle of
Safety meeting.

Circle of Safety Meetings— Meetings
bring together the woman and support
people to figure out the safety issues
and make a complete plan that
everyone supports. This may take
several meetings.

Monitoring—Once a Safety Plan is
written, everyone knows their role for
safety and support. The Circle can meet
again if circumstances or risk changes.

Celebrate —Once the circle members
feel the safety plan is adequate and the
woman feel she is no longer at risk, the
circle is completed. We will have a
celebratory gathering to close the
circle 
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Circle of Safety

Circle of Safety has been successfully
helping at risk women for over 10 years in
Prince Edward Island. A process developed
through Justice Options for women and
carried out by Family Violence Outreach
Program. Due to the success, Women's
Shelter Canada selected Piwapan Women's
Centre as one of their participants in a
pilot project to implement Circle of Safety
throughout Canada. Staff of Piwapan
Women's Centre have received training in
facilitation.

Circle of Safety are for women worried
about their physical or emotional safety
because of family violence, who could
benefit from a safety plan coordinated with
many people who support her.

Circles are led by a trained facilitator.
Participation is voluntary and the woman is
a key decisionmaker. 

Anyone who could be a support person can
be part of a Circle of Safety: police, victim
services, mental health or addiction
workers, family, neighbours, friends,
employers, church or elders. The most
important criteria is a desire to support the
woman.

The Circle has healing power.
In the Circle, we are all equal.

When in the Circle, no one is in front of you.
No one is behind you.
No one is above you.
No one is below you.

The Sacred Circle is designed to create unity.
The Hoop of Life is also a circle.

On this hoop there is a place for every species,
every race, every tree and every plant.

It is this completeness of Life that must be
respected in order to bring about health on
this planet.

--Dave Chief, Oglala Lakota

Although I was fearful at first, it was a big step
to discuss the intimate details of my fears and
my past life, I was eventually able to take
charge and feel better about the decisions I
was making. I was so relieved to have these
people to talk to. It really allowed me to take
back my power and come up with ways to
improve my situation.
(Woman who was in a Circle through Prince
Edward Island Family Violence Outreach
Program)

Once we had discussed the different options
for resolving or overcoming these issues I felt
so much stronger, so much more in control of
my life. I felt like we really touched on all the
different aspects of my fears and found ways
to alleviate them.
(Woman who was in a Circle through Prince
Edward Island Family Violence Outreach
Program)

Having so many different people coming
together I got lots more information and
different points of view; sometimes these
were different and we were able to clarify.
(Woman who was in a Circle through Prince
Edward Island Family Violence Outreach
Program)


